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Qualifying/Placement Exam, Part-B
2:00 - 4:00, August20,2018, 1400 BPS

Put your Student Number on every sheet of this
6 problem Exam -- NOW

You have 2 hours to complete the 6 problems on Part-B of the exam. Show your work! Full credit
will not be given for answers without justification. Some partial credit may be earned for the
correct procedure, even if the correct answer is not achieved. Answers must be in the spaces
provided. The BACK of the problem page may be used for lengthy calculations. Do not use the

back ofthe previous page for this purposel

You may need the following constants:

k, =8.99x10eNm2/C2 permittivity of free space

6 = 5.7 x l0-8 Wm-2K* Stefan-Boltznann constant

k =l.4xl0-23 J/l( Boltzmann constant

h=7.05x10-3oJ.s Planck'sconstant

= 6.58 x 10-'6 eV.s rr

c = 3.0 x 1 08 m/s speed of light

e=1.602x10-''C charge ofthe electron

N e = 6.022 x 1023 mol-' Avogadro constant
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l. [10 pts] Hydrogen wave functions are writtenas) Vtntn, where n, is the principle quantum

number, I the angular momentum quantum number, and m, the angular momentum projection
quantum number. Consider the wave function, VU,0) of an electron in a hydrogen atom at t :0:

にの=:13yl∞ 十ソ加+2働加+2y川十働3→ ・
The electron ground state energy in a hydrogen atom is E1 : -13.6eV, and in a non-relativistic
model the energy of any eigenstate, En , is a function of j ust Et , and n .

a) [3 pts] In an eigenstate of the hydrogen atom, what function relates an electron's energy to its
ground state energy?

b) [2 pts] Calculate the energy expectation value (in eV) of the electron in the state yt(r,0).

c) [2 pts] What is the time dependence of the electron's wavefunction, ry(r,t)?

d) [3pts] Calculate the probability of finding the electron with the quantum number, / : l.
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2. [0 pts] Consider a particle of mass z, bound in the potential as shown I 'oin the figure, where

/=li排 α

a) [4 pts] For a bound state energy ( E <Vo ), display the Schrodinger Eq. in theregions of finite
potential and state the boundary conditions on the bound state wavefunction, ty(x) , at

X=0, andX=+@.

c) [4pts] Solve for ty(x) in these regions, and on the figure above sketch it for all x > 0 .

d) [2 pts] Using the boundary conditions at the point x = a, show that the bound state energy, d

can be expressed as the solution to the equation. t^ (%!)=-F

O     α        χ
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3. [0 pts] A particle of mass m moving in the infinite potential well shown in the
figure has an initial (normalized) wave function Y(x,0) given by

К為の={=ll驚 '

→p ptsl Rnd←
)・

where A= W

b) [3 pts] What is the probability that the particle will be found in the interval a l2< x < a?

c) [a pts] If the energy of the particle is measured, what is the probability that the result will be

o = n'h'l(2*o')z

Ndα ThenomJレ ed dgenhn“ onsofme m■血e square wtt are y″ (→ =愕Jn(″χ/→・
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4. [0 pts] Use Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle to estimate the kinetic energy (in MeV) of a
nucleon (m=940 MeV ) bound within a nucleus of radius l0-'tm .
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5. [10 pts] The energy ofexcited states ofthe hydrogen atom depends only on the ground state

energy, -13.6 eV, and the principle quantum number n. Consider an electron in the second

excited state of a hydrogen atom that fully absorbs the energy of a photon with a wavelength of
100 nm. Calculate the kinetic energy (in eV) of the ejected electron.
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6. [ 0 pts] The Death Star has a diameter of 150 km (as measured by the Empire crew). A rebel
fighter approaches at a speed of0.4c.

a) [3 pt] Determine the dimensions of the Death Star as seen in the frame of the approaching
fighter.

b) [3 pt] The Empire crews fire a beam of protons (which travel at 0.8c in the frame of the Death
Star) at the rebel fighter. What is the speed of the protons, as seen by the fighter pilot?

c) [2 pt] After the fighter passes the Death Star and is moving away from it, the Empire crew
continues to fire the proton beam at it. Now, what is the speed of the protons, as seen by
the fighter pilot, as she moves away from the Death Star?

d) [2 pt] What would the answers to b) and c) be if the Empire crew had fired a beam of photons
rather than protons?
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